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Abstract
In this paper I have made an attempt to define the patterns o f usage and 
pronunciation o f Bengali consonants and diacritics when these characters are 
found to be used in formation o f non-allographed words in the language. The 
basic goal o f  this study is to fmd out how consonants and diacritics are used in 
formation o f  non-allographed words and how these characters are pronounced 
within words in standard Bengali speech. Another goal o f  this study is to 
investigate how the original pronunciation o f consonants is aftected at certain 
contexts o f  their usages w^ithin the words. For this study I have utilized a lexical 
database o f  nearly three hundred thousand words tokenized from a text corpus of 
nearly five million words o f  modem Bengali written prose. This is, perhaps, the 
first study o f its kind that can lead the Bengali speakers to understand how the 
pronunciation o f non-allographed words can reflect on the standard Bengali 
speech habits. The application relevance o f  this study may be attested in several 
domains o f  mainstream and applied linguistics, such as, language description, 
language teaching, dictionary compilation, usage-based grammar writing, 
language processing, language cognition, speech recognition and synthesis, and 
text-to-speech conversion.

Keywords: Pronunciation, Allograph, Consonants, Graphemes, Diacritics,
Bengali

1. Introduction
It is generally known that the patterns o f  usage and pronunciation o f some o f  the 
Bengali consonant graphemes and diacritics are not always identical with their 
usage and pronunciation observed in those situations w^hen they are treated as 
isolated characters in the language. Due to several linguistic and extra-linguistic 
factors (Hai 1985, Sarkar 1992, Ansari 1999, Pal 2001, Dash 2006), 
pronunciation o f  some consonant graphemes and diacritics is heavily affected. 
And this is reflected in pronunciation o f  those words where these consonant 
graphemes and diacritics are used.
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In this paper I have made an attempi to investigate the usage patterns as well as to 
identify those factors and contexts, which are solely responsible for causing 
variations in pronunciation o f consonant graphemes and diacritics when these 
characters are used in formation of words where no vowel allograph (e.g., a-kar, 
i-kar, u-kar, e~kar, o-kar, etc.) is attached. In a step-by-step process, I have 
studied the usage variations o f consonant graphemes within Bengali words 
(Section 2): the unique pronunciation variations o f  some consonants when used in 
formation o f words (Section 3); the pronunciation patterns o f  the consonant 
graphemes in case of non-allographed words made with two, three or more 
characters (Section 4); and the usage and pronunciation variations o f the diacritic 
signs (Section 5). The applicationa! relevance o f this work is highlighted in the 
concluding section o f  this paper.

2, Usage Variations of Consonant Graphemes
Bengali has small set o f  vowels, vowel allographs and consonant graphemes 
along with -a large set o f  consonant grapheme clusters (or conjuncts) and a few 
diacritics to fonn orthographic words. When the consonant graphemes are used in 
fonnation o f orthographic words in the language, we observe the following two 
important phenomena with regard to their fonn and occurrence:

(a) Due to the phenomenon o f  sequence redundancy some consonants are 
restricted in use at some positions within words. That means, while many 
o f  the consonants are permitted to occur at word-initial, mediaL and final 
positions, some arc restricted in their occurrcnce in all these positions.

(b) Some o f  the consonants undergo structural change (i.e.. change in their 
original fonns) when these are used in fonTiation o f consonant clusters.

With regard to restrictions in positional usage and sequence redundancy (Schane 
1972: 40), it is noted that all consonants are not permitted to occur at all the 
positions o f words. For instance, the consonants like />, /), t\ rfu L (khanda-ta) 
and _v are not allowed to take place at initial position o f  a word, as these 
characters are not possible to pronounce at that position. On the contrary, the 
consonants like d  and dh are not allowed to occur at final position o f a word, 
because o f  the same reason mentioned above. The most important thing is that the 
phenomenon o f  restricted usage does not apply to all the consonants used in 
Bengali. It is applicable to only a few consonants and these consonants are taken 
into consideration in this section. The infomiation o f restriction in use o f 
consonants in word formation play crucial role at the time o f  teaching rules and 
strategies o f  word formation (Aronoff 1981: 21) in Bengali to the language 
learners. Similar observation stands pertinent in case o f  defining pronunciation o f 
some consonants and this issue is addressed in the Section 3.
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The number o f  consonants used in the Bengali script is 36 (thirty-six) if  we 
include the khanda~ta (i.e., haft-t) in the list. However, most often this particular 
character is considered as a consonant graphic variant o f  the unvoiced dental stop 
consonant t rather than a unique consonant. Although this particular character 
(i.e., khanda~ta) shows some differences in occurrence and distribution in word 
formation as well as reveals notable ditTerence in pronunciation with comparison 
to unvoiced dental stop consonant r, I have considered it as a graphic variant o f  t 
and treated it accordingly in the present frame o f  investigation, analysis and 
description. I have also adopted similar strategy for other consonant graphic 
variants and diacritics used in the script o f  the language.

In the following sub-sections 1 have tried to discuss about those consonants that 
have exhibited variations and have exercised restrictions in usage. Their patterns 
o f  usage are highlighted in the following sub-sections whh examples taken from 
the Bengali written corpus. I have also tried to identity if  there is any factor that 
controls their usages.

2.1 V elar nasal consonant g raphem e n
The velar nasal consonant h never occurs at the initial position o f  a Bengali word, 
because it is impossible to pronounce a word with this character at the very first 
position. Therefore, it is found to occur either at word- medial or at word-fmal, as 
shown below.
(a) At word-medial position

karigal “beggar” 
larigai "plough”

noiigar "anchor” 
hangar "shark”, etc

(b) At word-final position

gari “river” con
jari "war” byari
b h ^ "bhang” ran
sah "buffoon” hin

"flannel”
"frog”
"colour” 
"asafoetida”, etc

This consonant, however, has registered its highest percentage o f  usage as the 1 
member o f  a consonant clusters (e.g., nk, ng, ngh, nm, etc.), as the following 
examples show.

a a

(c) As first member o f  a consonant cluster

anka “ lap” curigi “octroi”
jahgal “forest” pankil “muddy
phihge “drongo” baiiga “Bengal
bhangi “design” mangal “good”
rangin “colourful” sangit “song”
sahghat “clash” jangha “thigh”

9̂
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baiimay “eloquent" d ihmanda “horizon’*, etc.

However, it should be stated here that these clusters where /> is used as the first 
member, never occur at the word-initial position due to pronunciation limitation. 
Therefore, these ckisters usually occur at word-medial or word-fmal positions in 
the language.

2.2 Palatal nasal consonant graphem e n
The palatal nasal consonant n occurs neither at the initial nor at the media! 
position of a Bengali word. Also, it does not have much use at the final position 
o f a word as this consonant is very much restricted in use in the language. I have 
found only a few words in the corpus database where it has occurred at the fmal 
position of a w'ord, as in. mina “mister", yacna *\vant’\  etc.

This consonant grapheme, how^ever, is most often used cither as the first or the 
last member in formation o f clusters (e.g., «c, ncĥ  jn, etc.) as the following 
examples show.
(a) As first member o f a consonant cluster

anea 
manjari 
pancam

“area"
“bud"
“five"

baficha
jhanjha
caneal

“desire" 
“storm" 
'‘frolic '\ etc.,

(b) As last member o f a consonant cluster

jnan
ajnan

‘"knowledge"
“senseless"

bijnan
abhijnan

“science"
“proof \  etc

2.3 Voiced retroflex consonant grapheme d
The voiced retroflex consonant d is quite frequently used at the initial position of 
a word, but hardly found to take place at the medial and fmal position o f a word, 
as the following examples show.
(a) Word-initial position

dak ‘‘dock" dan “don"
dar• “ fear" dabal1 “double"
dal• “branch" dab “green coconut
dak• “call" dim« ‘̂egg”
daini “witch” dakat1 “robber"
dagar “wide" dana$ “wing”
dali■ “tray” diiigi “boat”
diss “dish" dubanta “drowning”
dumur “fig” dek♦ “deck"
dera “shelter" doba♦ “pond"
dor« “string" dora« “stripe"
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^aul '‘shape'* dela ‘lu m p  , etc.

At the medial position o f  a word it is found only in case o f  a tew compound 
words and in case o f  some English words like the tollowings.
(b) Word Medial position

su^aul "‘well formed" abdal "off-side'"
magdal “high branch" ranadahka "sound o f  war ’
madel “model" pyadel "paddle", etc.

At word-final position this consonant grapheme is found to occur in case o f  some 
English words borrowed into Bengali such as the tollowings.

(c) Word-final position
mad• “mod" hud• "hood”
hed “head" mudA "mood”
ra^ “rod" rod "road", etc

A pertinent observation may be raised in this context with regard to usage o f  this 
consonant at the word-fmal position. It is noted that it does not occur in this 
position in case o f Sanskrit and native Bengali words but it is frequently used in 
case o f  English words. It is surprising that there is not a single Sanskrit or Bengali 
word where this consonant character is used at the final position. One may argue 
that it is not found at that position (i.e., word-final) in Sanskrit and Bengali 
because it is difficult to pronounce the consonant properly at this position o f  a 
word. But this argument cannot be true, because many English words, where the 
last character is a voiced retroflex consonant, are borrowed into Bengali and these 
words are rightly pronounced by the native Bengali people quite easily without 
any problem. In fact, the borrowing o f  such English words into Bengali has 
expanded the range o f  use o f  this particular consonant sound to the final position 
o f  words for native Bengali speakers. Therefore, it is still an unsolved question 
why this character is not found to be used at word-initial position in case o f 
Sanskrit and Bengali words.

In most cases this consonant is used in formation o f consonant clusters (e.g.,
dy, etc.) -  either as a first or as a second member. And these clusters are 

mostly used either at the medial or final position o f  words, but never at the initial 
position, as the following examples show.

(d) As a member o f  a consonant cluster

‘"gossip” ga4<Ja “ditch"
“bone” man^a ‘iu m p "

gao^a “cheek" ja^ya  “pace"
pi^ao^a “devil" §ai)da “bull"
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pyandel "pandal” 
kandom “condom’'

bandil “bundle"’ 
anda “egg’\  etc.

2.4 Voiced aspirated retroflex consonant grapheme dh
The voiced aspirated retroflex consonant dh has a very limited usage in the 
anguage. It mostly occurs at the initial position o f a word. At word-medial 

position, it has two or three occurrences, as in, adhel "many”, adhka “not 
covered , bcdhap “disproportionate", etc. At word fmal position, it hardly occurs.

In case for cluster formation, this consonant is found only in two or three clusters, 
such as, medhra “ram”, barnddhya “colourful”, dhanadhya “rich and affluent”, 
etc.

2.5 Retroflex nasa! consonant grapheme n
The retroflex nasal consonant n is highly restricted in its use in the language. It is 
rarely used at initial position o f words, although it may occur quite frequently at 
medial and final position of words. There are only two or three words in Bengali 
where this particular consonant is found to take place at word-initial position, 

fvjanta “a pattern of lexical derivation”, nat\’abidhan “rules for using x\'\ etc.

2.6 Voiced flap consonant grapheme r
Due to pronunciation limitations and inabilities, the voiced flap consonant r 
registers no use at the initial position o f Bengali words. Therefore, it usually 
occurs at word-medial or at word-final position, as the following examples 
exhibit.

tarbar ft ♦ “hurried” kharkhari
« “window pane”

narbare “ loose” jarata “sluggishness”
ar

• “side” gar “fort”
par ‘Xyou) read” car “slap”
jara “ lifeless” jhar “storm”
har “bone” muro

4 “head”
par

m g

“shore” sara “response”
sari• “saree”, gari “car”, etc.
2,7 Voiced aspirated flap consonant grapheme rh
The voiced aspirated flap consonant rh does not take place at word-initial
position for the same reason applicable to r  stated above. Therefore, this
consonant is normally used either at word-medial or at word-final position in
Bengali, such1 as the followings.

drrha • % “strong” drrhata “strength”
murha “idiot” murhata

A “ foolishness”
garha “thick” praurha “aged”
pragarha “profound” asarh• “a rainy month”, etc.
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2.8 Consonant graphic variant grapheme t
The usage o f t  (i.e., khanda-ta) is also highly restricted in words in Bengali. It 
never occurs at the word-initial position. Usually, it occurs at word-medial or at
word-final position, such as the followings.

utpat ''nuisance” utsab “festival”
satkar “death ritual” satpatra '^suitable groom
hrtpinda “heart” mutsuddi “merchant
buQ>atti “origin” madat “help”
parsat “society” hathat “suddenly”
nacet “else” mahat “great”
bhabi§yat “future”, etc.

This character has some uniqueness with regard to the use o f  vowel allograph 
with it. It is never allowed to carry any vowel allograph with it. Therefore, 
whenever a situation arises for using a vowel allograph with this character, 
particularly at the time o f  using case markers and suffixes, it immediately 
changes into its source consonant (i.e., unvoiced dental stop consonant /) as the 
examples show.

mahat
taphat
bhabisyat

great
“distance
“■future”

but
but
but

mahater
taphate
bhabisyate

'‘o f  great' 
‘'at distance 
“in future"

However, there are some exceptions to the rule reported above. Sometimes the 
case markers and suffixes are attached with this character by using a hyphen mark 
immediately after it keeping the character unchanged in its original shape, as 
shown below.

mahat-er
par§at-ke
nehat-i

“o f  great”
“to the society” 
“only just”, etc.

bhabisyat-er
hathat-i

“o f  future” 
“by chance”.

In my observation hyphenation is a useful method o f  preserving the original 
shape o f  the character in Bengali words. However, this leads towards increase o f  
number o f  spelling variation o f  some words in the language (Dash 2006: 28). For 
instance, the word bhabisyat-er “o f  ftiture” can have now at least two different 
spellings: bhabisyater (with regular /  and no hyphen) and bhabisyat-er (with 
khart(ia-ta and a hyphen). Both the spellings are quite frequently used in the 
language, as the corpus under m y study shows.

2.9 Semivowel consonant grapheme y
The seniivowel consonant y  does not usually occur at the initial position o f  the 
Bengali words. However, there are some words, which are written with this 
consonant at this position, such as, yunivarsifi “imiversity”, yttrop “Europe",
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vunidn “union" clc. This was, however, an old practice o f  writing such words in
«

Bengali and it is almost obsolete now in the language.

The semivowel consonant has. however, recorded its highest frequency o f use 
both at word-media! and word-final positions, as the following examples show.
ayna “mirror'" aya “ayah"
nayak "hero" bayas age
mayda ' i l o u f ' baniyad “base”
gayak “singer" cayan “selection"
kaya “body" jaya “wife"
samay “time" hay “alas"
nay “not" jay “victory"
balay “circle" nayan “eye"
hay “becomes" gharoya “homely", etc.

The remaining consonants used in the Bengali script have no restriction in their 
use with regard to position in the words. That means these can occur at all three 
positions (i.e., initial, medial, and final) o f  words without any restriction although 
their frequency o f usage at different positions may vary based on their nature o f 
occurrence and their role in formation o f words in the language (Hossain 1989, 
Sarkar 1992, Bhattacharya 2005).

3. Pronunciation Variations of Consonant Graphemes
Since the total number o f  consonants (36) used in the Bengali script is more than 
the number o f consonant sounds (30) they are able to denote, it is-natural that 
some consonants will be similar in pronunciation (Sarkar 1992). A simple 
analysis shows that some o f the consonants are almost similar in pronunciation, 
although these are different in their orthographic forms and representation. For 
example, the voiced palatal affricate j  and semivowel y  are pronounced as [j], 
although they are two different consonant characters with different orthographic 
fomis. Similarly, the palatal sibilant consonant s and the retroflex sibilant 
consonant are pronounced as [f] in spite o f their different shape and design. The 
retroflex nasal consonant w and the dental nasal consonant n are pronounced as 
[n]. Finally, the unvoiced dental stop consonant t and its graphic variant t 
(khanda-ta) are pronounced as [t]. Other consonants o f the language are more or 
less unique in their orthographic forms and in denotation o f  discrete sounds.

All Bengali consonants, by default, are vocalic (i.e., D-ending) in isolation but 
non-vocalic (i.e., consonant-ending) when used with vowel allographs. Due to 
this reason, all Bengali consonants are diaphonic in nature. That means they have 
double phonetic identities. In isolated situation, each consonant carries an 
inherent [o] sound, which is often manifested in pronunciation. In other situation, 
this inherent [o] sound o f the consonant becomes silent. For example, the 
unvoiced velar stop consonant k, in isolation, is pronounced as [ko] ([k+o]). 
When used within words it can be pronounced either as [ko] or as simple [k .
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Within words it can occur either with or without a vowel allograph. When it is 
without a vowel allograph, it can be either pronounced with inherent [d], as in, 
kam [konn] “less” or without it, as in, bak [bok] “crane", etc.

On the other hand, when this consonant is attached with as a vowel allograph, it
>invariably drops its inherent [o] sound to become isophonic (i.e., [kD] > [k] / [o]

0 ). Thus, the process o f  change o f  a diaphonic consonant into an isophonic one in 
Bengali can be explained in the following four stages:
1] Phonemic form o f  the consonant: k=[ko] (diaphonic)
2] The vowel allograph j-kar [i] is tagged to it; [ko -f-i'

[3] Rule o f  transformation: [0] > 0 and [i] inserted
[4] Final form o f  the consonant: ki = [ki] (output)

These conversion rules stand valid for almost all the consonants (and clusters) 
used in the Bengali script. However, there are some exceptions, and these are 
discussed in the following sub-sections.

3.1 Velar nasal consonant grapheme A
The velar nasal consonant w has no pronunciation information at the word initial 
position because it does not occur here. At the word-medial position, it is always 
open or non-vocalic in pronunciation. That means at this position it is pronounced 
without the support o f  the inherent [0 ] sound o f  the grapheme, as shown below.

anka [^gko] “ lap”
bariga [boggo] '‘Bengal”
jangal [jaqgol] ''forest'’
bhahgi [bfioggi] “design"
sahgit Lforigit] “song" rahgin 
nohgar [noqgor] ‘"anchor” 
hangar [fiaggor] “shark"

karigal [kaggal] “beggar" 
cuiigi [cuggi] "octroi" 
phinge [phiqge] “drongo" 
manga! [moqgol] '"good" 
roggin] "colourful" 
lahgal [laqgol] "plough" 
hahgama [fiaqgama] "chaos"

At the word-final position also this consonant (n) is pronounced in the same 
manner (i.e., as a non-vocalic consonant character without the assistance o f  the 
inherent [o] sound o f  the grapheme) as the following examples exhibit.

gah [gan] “river” 
tan [tog] “top” 
byah [baeg] “ frog” 
san Lfoo] “buffoon

jan Qog] "war 
bhan[bfiag]"bhang" 
ran [roq] ' ‘colour" 
hin [fiig] “asafoetida", etc

3.2 Voiced flap consonant grapheme f
Since the voiced flap consonant r does not occur at word-initial position, it has no 
record o f pronunciation at this position. In word-medial and word-fmal positions, 
this consonant -  when not attached with any vowel allograph -  is often non
vocalic in pronunciation as the following examples show.
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ar [a[] “side" 
gur [gu[] ‘‘molasses" 
char [cha[] "rebate" 
par [pai;] "shore'* 
har [fia[] “bone" 
dhar [dhT>i\ "body" 
nTr [nirj “nest"

car [cDfJ '"slap"

:»ar [pot;] “read” 
har |jho(;] “storm " 

khar [kho|;] “ straw" 
iiiTr [mi|;] “ scale”
Self Û l] “response", etc

However, there are some exceptions to the pattern mentioned above. It is noted 
that in some words this character is vowel-ended in standard pronunciation, as in, 
jara [jO(;o] “lifeless", dara [do|;o] “strong"’, saragara [J'3i;ogDt;o] “accustomed”, 
bara [b3(;o] “ large", etc. The number o f  such examples, however, is quite low in 
the language.

3.3 Voiced aspirated flap consonant grapheme rh
The voiced aspirated flap consonant rh has no record o f pronunciation at word- 
initial position because it does not occur here. At word-medial and word-fmal 
position, it is always vocalic or vowel-ended in pronunciation in standard Bengali 
speech, as shown below.

drrha [drit;fio] “strong" 
murha [mu[fio] “ idiot" 
garha [ga|;fio] “thick" 
praurha [prou|;fio] “aged", etc.

drrhata [dri|;fiota] “strength" 
murhata [mu[fiota] “stupidity" 
pragarha [proga];fio] “profound'’

Only one exception is found to this rule where this consonant is non-vocalic in 
pronunciation at word-final position, e.g., asarh [aja[] “name o f rainy month in 
Bengali" etc.

3.4 Consonant graphic variant grapheme t
The graphic variant t (khanda-ta), irrespective to its use at any position within 
words, is always non-vocalic in pronunciation. And without exception, the 
pronunciation o f  the character is exactly the same to that o f  unvoiced dental 
consonant t, as the following examples show.

albat [albat] “surely" 
utsab [utsDb] “festiva 
jagat [jDgot] “world" 
daibat [doibat] “by chance" 
nehat [nefiat] “only" 
bajjat [bo^jat] “rascal" 
bhabisyat [bfiobi'Jbt] “future" 
madat [modot] “help" 
mutsuddi [mutsu^^di “seller" 
hathat [fiDthat] “suddenly"

utpat [utpatj nuisance 
kupokat [kupokat] “pulled flat 
taphat [tDphat] ''difference" 
nacet [nocet] “else" 
parsat [porjot] “society" 
bidyut [bi^dut]“thunder" 
butpatti[butpo‘ti]“origin“ 
mahat [mohot] “great" 
sat[fDt] “honest" 
hrt rfirit “heart"
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satkar [fotkar] “performing death rituals etc.

3.5 Aspirated glottal fricative grapheme h
Among the total consonants available in the language, the aspirated glottal 
fricative h is always vocalic in pronunciation irrespective to its occurrence at any 
position o f  a word. That means it is always pronounced with [n] sound wherever 
it is used within a word. However, in some situations, due to vowel harmony or 
similar other phonological process, the inherent [d] sound is changed into [o 
sound, as the following examples show.

ahata [afioto] ‘‘wounded"' 
nihata [nifioto] “dead" 
bahata [bofiota] “flowing” 
deha [defio] “body” 
dehalT [defioli] “house” 
b i b ^ a  [bibafio] “marriage 
bigraha [bi^grofio] “idol"' 
saha [Jbfio] “with"

abaha [abofio] “wounded” 
jahar [jofior] “poison” 
gahana [gDfiona] “ornament” 
mahat [mofiDt] “great” 
prahar [profior] “time” 
pratyaha [proHofio] “daily” 
agraha [a^grofio] “eagerness” 
grahan [grofion] “accept”, etc

Some exceptions to this rule are observed in case o f  some Arabic and Persian 
words, where this consonant is partially pronounced with [fi] sound, e.g., allah 
a'la^] ‘‘god”, badsah [badja*"] “king”, dargah [d^rga^] “mosque”, darmah 
dorma^] “daily wage”, etc.

4. Consonant Graphemes In Non-allographed Words
Because o f  the diaphonic nature o f  Bengali consonants it becomes necessary to 
look into the pronunciation patterns o f  the characters within those words, which 
are formed with consonants (and clusters) only without the use o f  any vowel 
allograph. Since this particular issue has never been addressed before with proper 
empirical evidences, I have tried to probe details into the nature o f  variation o f 
pronunciation o f  the consonants when these graphemes take part in formation o f  
words.

The study becomes quite intriguing in the sense that when the words are made 
with consonants only, each consonant is potentially eligible to exhibit one o f  the 
three following pronunciation variations based on form, meaning, and etymology 
o f  the words:

[1] A  consonant can be pronounced with [o] sound,
[2] A  consonant can be pronounced with [o] sound, and
[3] A  consonant can be non-vocalic [0 ] in pronunciation

Therefore, defining the patterns o f  pronunciation o f  Bengali words made with 
non-allographed consonants becomes a challenging task. However, this study

a
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becomcs a valuable contribution for people involved in the works relating to 
language teaching, pronunciation dictionary compilation, text-to-speech 
conversion, and language cognition as understanding the patterns o f 
pronunciation o f iho words provide ncccssary insights to design syllabus for 
teaching pronunciation o f words to learners; provide proper information of 
pronunciation of words in dictionary; formulate necessai*y rules to be used in 
machine learning for capturing accurate pronunciation o f consonants; and train a 
system with necessary inputs for proper recognition of speech units within the 
arger domain o f  machine recognition of a language and its speech units.

From a lexical database o f  three hundred thousand Bengali words I have found 
nearly 5,000 words, which are formed with consonants (and clusters) only 
without any vowel allograph. These words are actually foiTned by way o f using 
consonants (and clusters) which are mostly diaphonic in nature, e.g., ghana 
‘‘thick", saraha 'Vocal", rnata “ like", kamala 'lotus", paraba “festival", kafa 
■'how much", daia “party", janapacia “locality",’'̂ ! etc. This kind o f word 
formation is quite possible in Bengali because all non-allographed consonants 
(and clusters), due to their diaphonic entity, are often vocalic in pronunciation 
with TdI or fo"

Taking this factor into consideration 1 formulate the following observations about 
the general patterns o f  pronunciation of non-allographed Bengali words:

(a) Each consonant used in a non-allographed word can have three 
pronunciation variations: [o] or [o] or [0 ].

(b) The first consonant o f  the word, by default, is pronounced with either [ 0 ] or
o] sound. It can never be non-vocalic.

(c) The pronunciation o f  the subsequent consonants varies among three 
alternatives: [0], [o] or [0 ].

For illustration consider a list o f  Bengali words, which are formed with two 
consonants only (without any vowel allograph): kara. chala, hara. Jam. mala, 
khala, naba, saba, rata, rana, bana, bald, cala, gama. pana, ha/a, taha, maga, 
dafa. pa/a. dasa, sara, hata, etc. For these words, the first consonant is mostly 
pronounced with [0] or with [o] sound, while the second consonant is pronounced 
with [o], [o] or [0 ] sound. Thus, in a simple estimation, we can have 6 
pronunciation variations for a single word made with 2 non-allographed 
consonants:
(a) I consonant with [3 ] and 2"*̂  consonant with [0]
(b) P* consonant with [o] and 2"̂  ̂consonant with [o]
(c) I consonant with [n] and 2"̂  ̂consonant with [0 ]
(d) P' consonant with [o] and 2"̂ * consonant with [o]
(e) 1 consonant with [o] and 2"^ consonant with [o]
(f) I " consonant with [o] and 2"̂  ̂consonant with [0 ]
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It is, therefore, very difficult for the language users as well as for the language 
learners to determine the actual pronunciation o f  these words, since it is not 
known, at the time o f  pronunciation, which consonant is non-vocalic and which 
consonant is vocalic in which manner in words. We require necessary 
etymological and semantic information o f words, beside other types of 
information, to determine their actual pronunciation.

Similarly, there are many Bengali words, which are formed with 3 (three) non- 
allographed consonants, e.g., kataka, kadama, kabaca, gathana. gatara. galada,

A  0 * 0  O  O l Q  P C  O  . O f O C  . 0  O  O  *  Q  0 * 0  O O l O  ocamaka, capala, carama, jathara, janama, jamaja, nagaaa, riagara, palaka, 
pasdma, bddand, badala, hdlada, matdnd. mdrddd, sdtdkd, sdrdrnd, sdrdnd, 
sdcdld, sdbdld, sdmdyd, sdtdtd, sdmdrd, hdjdmd, hdldphd. hdrand, etc. More 
comphcations arise in pronunciation o f  these words as we find several options 
open with regard to pronunciation o f the individual consonants. While the first 
consonant is pronounced with [o] or [o] sound, second, and third consonant is 
pronounced either with [ d ] ,  [ o ]  or [ e ]  sound. Thus we can have 18 possible 
pronunciation variations for a single word made with 3 non-allographed 
consonants'***. Since it is very dift'icuh to determine the pronunciation o f  such 
words, we require to have detailed information o f  various types from the words as 
well as from the language to determine their actual pronunciation.
It is understood that the pronunciation o f  a word made with two or three non- 
allographed consonants may vary depending on its meaning, part-of-speech, or 
etymology besides other factors embedded with the text or the language. To 
justify this observation 1 present below a sample list o f  words made with two and 
three non-allographed consonant to show how pronunciation o f  w ords varies due 
to factors stated above (Table 1).

Word POS Meaning Pronunciation
mata Noun opinion [mDt]
mata Adverb like [moto]
hala Noun hall [fiDl]
hala Finite verb became [tiolo]t 0 d kara Noun hand [kDr]t o okara Finite verb you do [kDro]
p ^ a Pronoun other [por]0 0 para Finite verb you wear [paro]

k ^ S l a Noun lotus [knmol]
kSm ili Finite Verb decreased [komio]
pirdbd Noun festival [porob]
p&r§tbk Finite Verb will wear [porbo]
pdrdtS 'Noun layer [porot]
pirStS Finite verb used to wear [porto]
sSir^bS Adjective loud [forob]
s&’Sbi Finite verb will move fforbol
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Fable 1: Pronunciation variation o f words due to part-of-speech and meaning

The data given in the list abo\e  (Table 1) shows that determining the 
pronLinciation o f non-allographed words is a tough problem in Bengali as 
\ ariations are quite high in case of such words*^'. However, based on the analysis 
o f  the words I have formulated the following two rules which are more or less 
true to all the w'ords made with two, three or more non-allographeed consonants 
(and clusters).

Rule 1; At word-initial position, a non-allographed consonant (or a cluster) is 
vocalic with \o] or fol sound.

Rule 2: At W'ord-finai position, a non-allographed consonant is usually non
vocalic, w hile  a cluster is usually vocalic in pronunciation.

Even if we do not consider the infonnation regarding part-of-speech and meaning 
o f words in determining their pronunciation, we can postulate some general 
pattems o f pronunciation, which appear to be true to a large number o f words 
made with non-allographed consonants in the language. These general patterns 
are illustrated below with examples taken from the Bengali corpus

Pattern 1: The pronunciation patterns o f  the words made with two non- 
allographed consonants are [d : o] or [o ; o]. For validation let us consider the 
examples given below with their pronunciation in International Phonetic 
Alphabet (IPA).

chala [chDl] ‘‘feign”
1- j  w

patia [pDn] “dowry” 
hala [fiolo] ‘‘happened” 
naga [nog] "hill” 
pala [poI] “moment” 
sara [Jbr] “move” 
ghana [gfiono] “thick” 
mata [mot] “opinion”
kama rkoml “less”
para [poroj you wear 
dala [dol] “party” , etc.

1 0 0kara kor^ “do” 1  C dkara koro’
0  i ccala cof “go" cala colo'

bala bol’ “ball" bala bolo
gama [gDm] “wheat” 
hala [fiol] “hall” 
taba [tobo] “your” 
mala [mol] “mall” 
dasa [doj] “ten”
hata [fioto] “killed” 
raba [rob] “sound” 
mata [moto] “like” 
para [por] “other” 
kata fkotol “how much”

4

Pattern 2: The pronunciation patterns o f  words made with three non-allographed 
consonants is generally [o ; o : 0 ] or [o ; o : o] as the following examples 
illustrate.

kataka [kotok] “some kadarna [kodom] “step”
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kaMcd [kDbDc] “armour’ 
khMami [khotDni] “finish” 
g d m ^ a  [gDmok] “step’ 
camaka [cDmDk] “surprise’ 
caran4 [coron] “leg’ 
jvalana [jobn] “burning’ 
tahala “strolT
dabala [4pt)3l] “double’ 
takhana [tokhon] “then’ 
dMana [dobn] “pressing’ 
dharana [dRoron] “type' 
narama [noram] “soft’ 
nagara [nogor] “city’ 
paraba [porob] “ festival’ 
bMMa [bodDl] “change’ 
b a h ^ a  [bofior] “width' 
magaja [mogDj] “brain’ 
m ^ a m a  [morDm] “heart’ 
matana [motDn] “like' 
sarama [forom] “shame’ 
sMiara [fofiDr] “city’ 
sacMa [focol] “working' 
s a tM  [fotDto] “always’ 
hajama [fiDjDm] “digest'

kamala [komol] “lotus” 
galada [gobd] “error” 
gamana [gomon] “going” 
capala [copnl] "restless” 
jalada [jDbd] “cloud'’ 
tagara [pg^r] “kind o f  flower” 
thamaka [thomok] “gait” 
t^laba [tobb] “summon” 
damaka [domok] “guts” 
dhamaka [dfiomok] “threat” 
nadhara [nDdfior] “succulent” 
najara [nqjor] “view” 
palaka [pnbk] “eyelid" 
parama [pDrom] “ultimate” 
bMada [bobd] “castrated bull” 
bhabana [bfiDbon] “house’' 
manana [mDnon] “think” 
marana [moron] “death” 
marada [morod] “male” 
sarana [fbron] "shelter” 
saraba [Jbrob] “vocal” 
sahaja [Jofioj] “easy” 
saphara [fophor] “journey” 
halapha [fiobph] "oath”, etc.

Pattern 3: The pronunciation patterns o f words made with 4 consecutive non 
allographed consonants are o f  3 types: [o : o : d : o], [o ; o ; o : o], and [0 : 0 : 0  

0 ], as the following examples exhibit.

Type-1: : o : 3 : 0 )
In Type-I, the pronunciation o f the words mostly becomes bimoraic and 
trisyllabic (CV1CV2CV3) where the first two syllables are open syllables and the 
last one is a closed syllable, as the following examples show.

ap^cay^ [opocoe] “waste”
» 0 Q A pj a n a g ^ a [jonogon] “mass”
k M M b i [kolorob] “noise”
jSn^pSdS Ijonopod] “locality”

[korotol] “palm”
[jalodfiDr] “cloud”
[fDjodfior] “moon”

hSI&dhiri [fiolodfior] “one who ploughs”
[fomotol] “plane land”
[bonocDr] “ living or moving in forest
[poromot] “other’s view”

SB
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)a ainaya jolomDc] “tlooded with watcr’\  etc

Type- 1 1 ; 3  ; o : d : o 
n Type-II. the words are pronounced in two moras and in four syllables 

(CV]CV:CV.^CV4 ) where each syllable is an open one, as the following examples
cx libit, 

apaiata opohoto] “prohibited"
abagata obogolo] “aware"
abanata obonoto] “lowered"
ga aganda gDlogoncjp] “goitre"
saragara Jb[og3|;o] “well-versed"
tadabastha todobostho] “as in that situation”

C i '> 0 - 0padaraja pDdorojo] “dust from legs"
annachatra onnochotro] “place for free food"
ganatantra gDnotontro] “democracy"
kahatabya kofioto^bo] “something worth saying
phalaprada phDloprodo] “fruitfu ", etc.

Type-III: |a : o : 3 : 0 I
In Type-III, the words are normally pronounced in two syllables (CVCi CVC 2 ) by 
putting a morale break after the first closed syllable, as the following examples 
display.

.  C I 9  O 0talaniala
khatamata
jhalamala

0 , c  o  . cvcatapata
1  0 1 0  0 1 0chalachala

jhanajhana
, 0  0 - 1 0  otarabara
banabana

t^Dlmol] ' ‘stumbling'" 
khDtmotJ “difficult" 
jfiolmDl] “glittering"
cotP^tJ “quick'’ 
cholchol] “tearful” 
jfionjiiDn] “jingling” 
t3t;bD|:] “to be hurried" 
bDnbnn] “rotating in high speed” etc

Pattern 4: The patterns o f pronunciation of those words which are formed with 
five or more non-allographed consonants is mostly inconsistent as these words 
are usually fonned as compounds by way o f  combining two or more words. In 
that case, the pronunciation may vary from word to word based on various 
linguistic factors such as meaning, part-of-speech, etc., as the following examples 
show.
anabarata [onoboroto] “continuously"
dalabadala [dolbodnl] “changing a party”
karamardana [kDromordon] “hand-shake”
gathanatantra [gDthontontro] “system o f  formation"
jananatantra [jonontontro] “ system o f reproduction"
mahgalamaya [mD^g^lmoe] “full of blessings"
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karatalagata
k^akam ala

0 * 0  o o ogajagamana
caranakamala
c^anatMa
jan^pracalana
jab^adakhala
sankhabalaya
m adhyapr^ara
samamanaska
h M s ^ p M a
sabasikata
sabdacayana
samatalastha

kDrotolgDto] “under total control” 
korokomoi] ‘‘hands as lotus” 

[gDjDgDmon] '‘walking like an elephant" 
[cDronkDmol] "‘legs like lotus" 
corDntDl] “put below one’s feet" 
jonoprocobn] "used by people” 
jobordokhol] "occupied forcibly” 

JogkhobDloe] “bangle o f  conch-shell” 
moMfioprofior] “mid-day or mid-night” 
QbmomonDjko] “o f  same mind" 
fiDtosompod] “stolen wealth” 
jDbJbkot] “cart that carries dead body” 
JbbdocoeDn] “word selection” 

bmatnbstho] “placed on plane land”

Since there are irregularities in the patterns o f use ot the syllables w'ithin these 
words, it is not possible to define any regular pattern o f  pronunciation o f  these 
words.

5. Diacritic Signs
There are four diacritic sign in the Bengali script: amisvar (w), bisarga (h), 
candrabindu (1 , and hasanta (,). These are used as special orthographic symbols 
in writing Bengali words. With regard to their usage patterns, it is noted that 
although these are not allow^ed to be used independently within a word, these are 
free to be used with all the basic characters (i.e., vowels, consonants, and 
clusters) in formation o f  words with limited restriction. However, each diacritic 
sign has some traits o f  uniqueness its use in the language and I have tried to 
capture these traits in the following sub-sections where each diacritic sign is 
accounted for.

5.1 The candrbindu
The candrbindu is never used with a consonant or a cluster. It is usually used 
over the head o f  a vowel and a vowel allograph. The functional importance o f  this 
character is primarily context bound, because, when it is detached from the 
contexts o f  its usage, it loses its independent functional role.

Phonetically, candrabindu is always vocalic in pronunciation in the sense that it 
takes the support o f  a vowel to be properly pronounced in words. In general, it 
nasalizes a vowel or a vowel allograph with which it is attached, as the example 
below show.

gad [g5d] “gum’ 
b id h  [b^dii] “dam 
b id i  [badi] “maid 
ias IJIJ] “kernel”

cM  [cad] “moon 
ch id  [chad] “design" 
sIkh  [jakh] “conch shell 
gH [gltJ “knot”
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tck [t^k] “waist banci'^ 
khut [khutl “fault’’, etc.

bodhu rb o d f iu l  “friend”

5.2 The bisarga
The hisarga is nonnally used immediately after a vowel, consonant or a cluster in 
fonnation of words. It is not allowed to occur at initial position o f  a word. 
Therefore it takes place at w'ord-medial and word-fmal position.

Phonetically, hisarga is usually vocalic. That means it is pronounced with 
inherent [:>] or [o] sound in words. Moreover, it generates a slightly aspirated [fi' 
sound for the character with w'hich it is tagged, as the following examples show,

:)ah
mulatah
phalatah
punah
atahpar

ba'^] “wel 
m ubto '’] "mainly” 

[pholoto'^] ‘"as a result" 
puno* ]̂ “again".

[Dto'*pDr] “after this" etc

5.3 The anusvar
The anusvar is used after a vowel, a consonant, or a cluster within a word. 
Phonetically it is always non-vocalic. However, it generates a [i]] sound when it is 
attached with a vowel, a vowel allograph or a consonant, as the following 
examples how.

sirn [jli]] “horn" barnga [boqgo] ‘‘Bengal"
sarngit |Joi]git] ‘"song" sambad [foijbad] “news"
barnla [baqla] “Bengali", etc.

5.4 T he hasanta .
The hasanta is used usually after a consonant (never with a vowel) at word- 
medial or w^ord-fmal position. It never occurs at word-initial position. It does not 
have any phonetic value. That means no phonetic element is assigned to this 
character. However, when it is attached with a consonant, it denotes that the 
consonant should be non-vocalic in pronunciation, as the following examples 
show.

garam, [gorom] “hot" 
mahan, [mofian] “great" 
upal, [upol] “pebble" 
kis^mat, [kijmot] “fate" 
pal,ki [palki] “palanquin" 
ul.ta [ulta] “opposite", etc.

hal,ka [fialka] “ light" 
badal, [badnl] “change" 
al^bat, [albat] “surely" 
kath, [kath] “wood" 
ban dh rbondfil “strike"
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6. Conclusion
As mentioned in different sections o f this paper, it is really difficult to determine 
how the non-allographed words in Bengali are to be pronounced, since 
participation and sequential order o f  the consonants are not the only criteria to be 
considered in pronunciation o f the words. As there are several complexities, 
which create severe problems in compilation o f  pronunciation dictionaries, 
language teaching materials, and text-to-speech conversion, one needs to 
carefully investigate the patterns o f  pronunciation o f  words with reference to the 
contexts o f  usage o f the consonants and the lexicosemantic information 
embedded within words.

In this short empirical investigation I have tried to show that there are 
complexities involved in forms, usages, and pronunciations o f  some consonants 
and diacritic signs in the language. In case o f consonants, variations in usage and 
pronunciation are important issues, which cannot be ignored if  we want to 
understand forms, usages and functions o f  consonants in formation o f  words in 
the language.

In fact, the information about the restriction in positional use o f  consonants and 
diacritics becomes indispensable in designing the course materials for teaching 
word formation strategies used in Bengali to the learners. The data, rules, patterns 
and examples fiimished in this paper will invariable help language learners to 
understand how the consonants occur in words and how these are pronounced in 
standard Bengali speech. They will also learn from this study how the diacritic 
signs are used and pronounced in Bengali writing and speech. Other areas o f  
applied and computational linguistics (e.g., pronunciation dictionary, machine 
learning, text-to-speech conversion, language and speech recognition, etc.) will 
also benefit from the data and information presented in this paper.

Notes and Comments
[1] From statistical point o f  view, the number o f  such words is so less that one 

can treat these examples as exceptions, since this is not the regular way o f  
writing Bengali words (Haque 1995, Bhattacharya 2007, Dan 2007).

[2] Perhaps this change in pronunciation o f  rh is caused due to recurrent use o f  
the word in regular Bengali speech. Since the Bengali people have a 
tendency to pronounce word-fmal non-allographed consonant as a non
vocalic one, this character, is put into this frame to be pronounced in the 
same manner.

[3] I have used "k' in the words to imply that the inherent [o] sound is 
physically present with the consonants used in formation o f  words but not
reflected orthographically.

[4] In case o f  allographed words there are instances where meaning and part- 
of-speech control the pronunciation o f  words. For instance, the word 
badale is pronounced as [bodole] “in exchange o” when it is used as an 
adverb, but pronounced as [bodle] “changing” when it is used as a non-
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finite verb. Similarly, surimui is pronounced as [furma] when it means 
"collyrium" but pronounccd as [furoma] when it means “beautiful woman",
etc.

5] If wo take into consideration the Bengali words made with four or five 
noii-allographed consonants, variations will be much more. And it will be a 
real tough task to defme the patterns o f  pronunciation o f these words.
This kind of pronunciation is noted in onomatopoeic and idiophonic words 
used in Bengali. At the time of pronunciation, these words are actually 
broken into two syllables (CVCi-CVC-) and the last consonant of each 
syllable is usually pronounced as a non-vocalic one.
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